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Pb(NO3)2.Pb(OH)2 + 2NaNO3 The precipitate is washed free of soluble impurities and mixed to a
cream for use in clarification. The clarification may also be performed by forming the basic lead
nitrate in the solution to be polarized. This is done by first adding a measured quantity of the lead
nitrate solution 1 to 10 cc, according to the darkness of the sample, and then an exactly equal
quantity of the alkaline solution. The excess of alkali must be avoided. The whole is then shaken
and made to volume. The latter procedure gives the better clarification, but introduces a
considerable quantity of soluble salts, which may affect the polarization. The defects of the basic
nitrate are in general 43 Herles: Zs. Zuckerind Bohmen, 13, p. 559; 14, p. 343; 21, p. 189. those of the
basic acetate. The volume of the precipitate...
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This ebook is wonderful. I have got go through and so i am certain that i am going to likely to read through once again again later on. You will like the way
the article writer compose this ebook.
-- Miss Ariane Mraz-- Miss Ariane Mraz

This pdf will not be simple to start on reading through but extremely enjoyable to see. I have read and i also am sure that i will planning to read through
again once more in the foreseeable future. You wont really feel monotony at whenever you want of the time (that's what catalogues are for relating to if
you request me).
-- Mallory Kertzmann V-- Mallory Kertzmann V
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